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075 Kpelle 075 Kpelle 075 Kpelle

075 01 p
*CbJ

075 02 b60

(tag(-),allo)
*/p/

075 03 t

*td)

075 04 d60

(tag(-),allo)
*/t/

075 05 k

*[g]

075 06 g60

<tag(-),allo)
*/k/

075 07 k-labialized32

Eg-labializedJ 60

075 08 k/p02

*[g/bl

075 09 g/b02 60

(tag(-),allo)
*/k/p/

075 10 f

*lv3

075 11 v60

(tag(-),allo)
*/f/

075 12 s33

*[zJ

075 13 z3 * 60

(tag(-),allo)
*/s/

075 14 m
tb-implosi ve3 61

tbeta-approximantl 01 62

( free

)

075 15 n
j 1! 36 61

El-nasalized] 61

075 16 n-palatal
[yod3 61

Eyod-nasalized] 61

17 eng35

tyod-trema) 61

(ycd-tren^-nasalized) 0 * 61

18 eng-labialized35

[w3 &1

19 r-flap30

20 b-syllabic
(surface

)

21 d-syllabic
(surface)

22 g-syllabic
(surface

)

23 g-labialized-syllabic
(surface)

24 g/b-syllabic
(surface)

25 v-syllabic
(surface)

26 z-syllabic
(surface

)

27 gamma-syllabic31

28 m-syllabic
(surface

)

£m- labiodental -syllabic] 63

29 n-syllabic
(surface

)

30 n-palatal-syllabic
( surface

)

31 eng-syllabic31

teng/m-syliable! 63

32 eng-labialized-syllabic
(surface)

51 1

Ci-barl 6 **

[i -backed] 65

I i -nasal i zed-weak] 69

52 i -nasalized

53 iota
[ iota-bar)
t iota-backed)

*

5

I iota-nasalized-weak) 69

54 iota-nasalized

55 epsi Ion
[epsi lon-dot] 6l

*

I epsi lon-back edJ 65

tepsi lon-nasal i zed-weakl 69

56 epsi lon-nasal i zed

57 ash-long68

(surface)

58 a

[a-nasal i zed-weak) 69

59 a-nasalized

60 u
tu-trema) 67

lu-nasalizedrweakl 69

61 upsilon
[w/iota) 66

tupsi lon-nasal i zed-weak) 69

62 u-nasalized

63 o-open
I w/epsi Ion] 66

lo-open-nasallzed-weak] 69

64 o-open-nasal ized

81 high
(higer-mid) 70

82 mid72

(tag(+),allo)
*/low/
Cmid-rising] 71

t lower-mid) 70

83 low
*tmidJ
thigh-falling) 73

$a Kpelle $A Gbese $A Guerze $A Pessy $d Mande $e Liberia *f 500,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim
Lorentz (review) $g John Crothers (editor)

$a Welmers, William E. $b 1962 $c The phonology of Kpelle $d Journal of African Languages
1 ,69-93 $q many informants, two major informants; also refers to earlier descriptions $r four
years

$a Welmers, Willi an E. $b 1973 $c African Language Structures $g Berkeley and Los Angeles *

University of California Press
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075 $a GLIDES $A The glides are uncommon In intervocalic position. When they occur between a
homorganic high vowel and /a/ they are analyzed as transitional sounds, (p. 78)

075 $a IKT0HATI0N $A "Pause intonation. . .consists simply of a short, quick rise in pitch
accompanying the last vowel or nasal in a series of one to several words, and followed by
pause Question intonation. .. is a phenomenon which involves the last toneme other than low
in a sentence, unless all tonemes in a sentence are low.... The effect of question intonation
on the last toneme other than low is. ..as follows* (1) High. ..is extremely high and tense,
often falsetto, throughout its scope. (2) Mid. ..Is a sharp rise to a similar extremely high and
tense level of pitch..,. (3) High-low. . .begins at a similar extremely high and tense level of
pitch and then falls all the way to low with normal relaxation.... (4) In an utterance
containing only low tones, the entire question is pronounced at a slightly higher pitch. ..and
with slightly greater tension throughout, without a relaxation toward the end that is
characteristic of statements." (p. 91 -92)

075 $a L0HG VOWELS $A "Phonetically long vowels .pattern tonally not like short vowels, but like
sequences of two different vowels or sequences of vowel-consonant-vowel ." (p. 80) The long
vowels are analyzed in the Archive as disyllabic, and not Included in the inventory,

075 $a NASAL PROSODY $A Nasalization in Kpelle extends over the entire voiced portion of the
syllable. In the initial syllable of stems the voiceless obstruents may be followed by either
nasal or oral vowels. But nasal sonorants Urnl etc.) may only be followed by nasal vowels, and
the voiced oral consonants tb-implosive) , til, twl , lyodJ , tgamma-approximant) , may only be
followed by oral vowels. (p,83ff ) A variety of phonemicizations is possible; the one chosen in
the Archive is to group oral and nasal resonant consonants into a single resonant phoneme, e.g.
/m/ including tml and tb-implosive] , with the choice of allophones depending on the nasality of
the following vowel. Welmers also states that nasalization extends throughout disyllabic stems.
But both 111 and (n) are common in intervocalic position and occur after both oral and nasal
syllables. This suggests that the nasality of the second syllable is not dependent on that of
the first. Welmers notes that after a nasal vowel the oral resonants 11, yod,
gamma-approximant, w3 are somewhat nasalized, as are the following vowels. This is Interpreted
here as non-distinctive weak nasalization of essentially oral syllables, as is the similar weak
nasalization of vowels before a nasal consonant in the next syllable. An alternative analysis
would be to take weak nasalization as equivalent to phonemic nasalization. In this case both
HI and tn) would be found in intervocalic position between nasal vowels, and would have to be
regarded as separate phonemes. tJHC)

075 $a NASALIZED VOWELS $A Welmers (p. 83) gives examples of nasalized counterparts to every oral
vowel except /upsilon/. But in Welmers, 1973, p. 32 he says that phonemically nasalized
counterparts are lacking for both /upsilon/ and /iota/. The status of /iota-nasalized/ thus
remains in doubt. The examples in Welmers 1962 show also tupsilonJ occurring after tn) , which
would be /upsi lon-nasalized/ in the analysis given here. [JHC]

075 $a PHONOLOGICAL WORD $A Word initial (polysyllabic) consonant clusters are common due to
prefixation. $A initial Ct not /r-flap/ $A initial CC: syllabic nasal + homorganic obstruent
$A final C: [eng-syllabic, gamma-syllabic)

075 $a STRESS $A "Stress. . .is non-phonemic. , .conditioned by tone." Stress always occurs with the
first /high/, or /low/, tone of a word. Stress never occurs with /mid/ tone, (p. 86)

075 $a SYLLABIC CONSONANTS $A "Nasals accompanied by tone... are more heavily voiced than nasals
without tone." (p. 71 ) Welmers refers to these elsewhere as "syllabic." (Welmers 1973, p. 67) By
analogy the heavily voiced obstruents with significant tone are also syllabic, though Welmers
never uses the term "syllabic obstruent." All the syllabic consonants can be analyzed as
combinations of a single syllabic phoneme with a following stem initial consonant. When this
syllabic phoneme combines with a resonant (the nasal consonants or their oral allophones) a
homorganic syllabic nasal results. Before an obstruent the syllabic phoneme, if it has high
tone, becomes a homorganic syllabic nasal, and voices the obstruent. If It has low tone It
combines with the obstruent to become a syllabic voiced obstruent, (/r-flap/ does not occur
stem initially.) Welmers (1973, p. 130) "cannot see that it [the syllabic phoneme) has any
conceivable connection with an original nasal." But others disagree. See Welmers, loc. cit.,
for references, also Hyman, 1973, Studies in African Linguistics, vol. 4, no. 2.

075 $a SYLLABLE $A (C)V $A Consonant clusters appear to be always polysyllabic, with the first C
constituting a syllable.

075 $a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable $A Welmers analyzes the morpheme as the domain of tone.
Disyllabic stems show five different tone patterns, each analyzed as a separate toneme by
Welmers: high, mid or low throughout, high falling, and mid followed by high falling. The
advantage of this analysis is that allophonic variations found in single syllables are also
found applying to disyllabic stems as units. (p.86ff ) On the other hand it is also clear that
the high falling pattern, which is almost invariably disyllabic, could be analyzed as a
sequence of high and low tones. Further, the pattern mid-high-falling, which is always
disyllabic, can be analyzed as a sequence of mid and low tones, because mid tends to rise
before low (p. 87), and there is a regular alternation by which low tone sequences become
high-falling in certain environments, (p. 93) According to this analysis there are just tlthree
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tonemes, high, mid, and low, their domain being the syllable. Disyllabic stems may have any
tone on the -first syllable, while the second syllable may either have the same toneme as the
first, or have the low toneme* This analysis is used in the Archive not because it is better
than Welmers', but because it is more comparable to the type of analysis used' for other tone
languages. I JHC]

075 $a VOICED OBSTRUENTS $A In stem initial position there is no contrast between voiced and
voiceless obstruents. Due to prefixation a type of voiced obstruent with low tone occurs word
initially. These are listed in the Archive as syllabic obstruents; they can be interpreted
phonemically as a combination of a syllabic archi phoneme with a following voiceless obstruent.
In intervocalic position obstruents are rare, but do occur both voiced and voiceless. It
appears that intervocalic voiceless stops are found only in loans, while with the fricatives
the voiced ones in intervocalic position seem to be the loans, (p. 77) In any case the voicing
distinction plays a very limited role.

075 $a VOICELESS STOPS $A The voiceless stops are described as "lightly aspirated." (p. 76)

075 01 $A Ibeta-approximantl is "without the lip-rounding characteristic of twl (pw77)
[beta-approximantl and lyod-trema) are described as "resonants," the latter "at best a very
light fricative."

075 02 $A For /k/p/, /g/b/ "a slight sucti on in the oral cavity accompanies the closure so that at the
release there is an inward motion of air, giving the auditory impression of a slight pop."
(p. 76)

075 30 $A "/l/ replaces it l/r-flap/1 in north-eastern dialects." (p. 78)

075 31 $A /eng-syllabic/ is the only syllabic nasal which occurs stem internally, being common in stem
final position. In addition, stem final /gamma-syllabic/ is also found. Welmers analyzes the
latter as a sequence /gamma. i/ (p. 81), though it could be treated as an independent- phoneme,
like the former. Note that syllable initial teng] and tyod-trema] ( = fMotionless Lsamma] ) are
treated here as members of one phoneme with nasality determined by the fol lowi ng -vowel

.

075 32 $A /k-labialized/ is analyzed by Welmers as a cluster, but note absence of ether clusters and
unit analysis of /eng-labial ized/. Occurs only stem initially in the examples.

075 33 $A "/s/> in some dialects nearest the coast, is alveolar in all positions. But in a large area
farther inland, tsJ-like allophones occur only before /i.i, iota. iota, epsi lon.epsi Ion, a. a/,
and for some speakers before /o-open.o-open/. Before all single vowels, and typically before
double rounded vowels /u.u, upsi lon.upsi Ion, o-open.o-open/, a laminal-prepalatal allophone
[s-hscek] occurs In the most northeastern dialects, I hi and th-palatalized] occur in place
of tsl and Is-hacekJ , with much the same distribution." (p. 76) The coast pronunciation is
represented here.

075 3,1 $A "Farther inland it [/z/1 is a prepalatal affricate [d/z-hacekl in all positions. In the~
extreme north-east, it is a. prepalatal sibilant tz-hacekl with very light friction." (p. 77)

075 35 $A [yod-trema3 and Iwl are in almost complete complementary distribution, the former occurring
only before unrounded vowels, the latter "only rarely before unrounded vowels." Similarly teng]
and tehg-labializedl contrast only before /a/, (p. 78)

075 36 $A "/l/ in south-western dialects is a lateral resonant with apical closure ('clear') in all
positions. In north-western di alects . . . i t is an implosive alveolar stop td-implosi veJ
initially, but [1] intervocalically. ...in extreme north-eastern dialects, a lateral with
dorsal closure ('dark') occurs between back vowels." (p. 78)

075 60 $A Obstruents are voiced following a syllabic nasal.

075 61 $A The resonant consonants /m, n, n-palatal, eng, eng-labial i zed/ are realized as nasals before
nasal vowels in the same syllable, as oral Eb-implosi ve, 1, yod, yod-trema, wl before an oral
vowel in the same syllable. In addition, nasalized versions of the oral allophones 11, yod,
yod-trema] are found following a nasal vowel in the preceding syllable.

075 62 $A "/b-implosive/. . .occurs intervocalically, but not commonly, and in that position is
frequently Ebeta-approximant] ." (p. 77)

075 63 $A The syllabic nasal morphophoneme is realized as homorganic with the following stem initial
consonant. Where complete fusion with the stem consonant occurs, the result is listed here as a
separate (surface) phoneme; the labiodental and labiovelar syllabic nasals occur only before
[v] and Eg/bJ respectively.

075 $A Front vowels are centralized (a) in monosyllables after velar consonants, (b) after velar
consonants when a different vowel follows in the next syllable, (c) word finally after
[yod-trema]. (In Welmers 1 analysis /i/ is deleted finally after /gamma/.) (p. 81 )

075 65 $A Front vowels are somewhat backed (a) "in monosyllables except after /yod/" (and except after
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velars, where they are more fully centralized) (b) "Initially, especially among older people.

"

Condition (b) does not apply to /epsilon/, (p. 81

)

075 66 $A /upsilon, o-open/ are realized as tw/iota, w/epsilonl "when followed by a front vowel,
either directly or after an intervening 11, r-flap, nl ,

n (p. 81)

075 67 $A In one form /u/ is realized as tu-tremal between /s/ and /r-flap/. No other instances of
this environment were found by Welmers. (p. 80)

075 68 $A Mlash-long3 is analyzed as a sequence /epsi lon.yod.a/, and I w. ash-long] as /o-open. yod. a/.
In some dialects, these are [sol pronounced. . . in slow speech, and the analysis reflects a more
widespread native reaction to syllabification; a pronunciation used in singing also reinforces
this analysis. " (p.80)

075 69 $A Weak nasalization of vowels is found before /eng-syllabic/, and before medial nasal -

consonants (the latter analyzed here as resonant followed by nasal vowel). Welmers also finds
that if the first syllable of a stem is nasalized, the second is also. This is interpreted here
as weak nasalization without distinctive function.

075 70 $A /high/ and /mid/ tones are slightly lowered after /low/ in utterance final position, and
before an identical final tone in disyllables. (Welmers analyzes the disyllables as a single
tone unit. ) (p. 87)

075 71 $A Before another /mid/ tone or consonantal /low/ tone In the next word, word Initial /mid/
rises slightly. In disyllables with two /mid/ tones the second has slightly higher pitch than
the first in the same environment, (p. 87)

075 72 $A Before word final /mid/ tone syllables the sequence /high. low/ (analyzed by Welmers as
/high-falling/ tone) becomes thigh. mid] . Similarly, the [ hi gh-failing] allotone of /low/ falls
on to I mid] in this environment. •

075 73 $A /low/ tone is realized as thigh-failing) in disyllables after /mid/.


